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Advantages of »Self-driving Buildings«

District Heating in the Age of AI
Central heating control is traditionally based on measurement of outdoor temperature, a static control
curve and then some manual adjustments of the curve. A fast-growing Finnish scale-up Leanheat has
turned this thinking upside down. With Leanheat control, the indoor climate defines the heating need.
The result is more comfort and better energy efficiency.

A

n artificial intelligence (AI)
based control method developed by Leanheat uses temperature and humidity data from
apartments when adjusting the
temperature of water flowing into
central heating. The idea is to set a
target value for indoor temperature
and to control the heating valve in
the building control room so that
the desired indoor temperature is
reached and kept throughout changing weather conditions and building
usage patterns (figure 1).
During a two week teaching period
directly after installation Leanheat’s
machine learning software creates
a unique mathematical model for
each building. The model takes into account the building’s capacity
to charge and discharge heating
energy in different conditions. The
model is dynamic, constantly measuring all relevant values and reacting
automatically to changes of building’s thermodynamics. Using the
model, the building heating can be
optimized so that indoor climate is
always good and at the same time
energy saved. Also variances in building actual behaviour versus modelled
behaviour provides a good base for

Traditional building

predictive analytics. Based on data
from 40,000 apartments, introducing a dynamic control mechanism
instead of a stable control curve diminishes the need of heating energy
by 7% on average.
In addition to energy savings, Leanheat can be used to cut peak heating
demand of buildings, which is very
important in district heating where
plant capacity has to be matched
to maximal demand. Leanheat cuts
peaks by approximately 20% by shifting space heating needs from periods
when domestic hot water is also heated. This means charging extra heat
to the building before domestic hot
water consumption in the building
increases, for example when people
are taking showers in the morning
and evening. The amount of space
heating can then be reduced during
these hours without changes in indoor temperatures. The technology
sounds simple, but in reality securing
indoor climate and maximizing peak
benefits while shifting space heating
is very complicated due to long time
coefficient of space heating.
Reducing peak heating demand
provides district heating companies
with a more stable production curve

AI-controlled building

and a diminished need of peak energy generation capacity. In many
countries price of district heating is
based not only on energy consumption but also peak heating demand.
In these countries peak demand
cutting means lower bills for the inhabitants. According to Leanheat’s
results from over 1,000 substations,
on average 20% reduction can be
achieved with the technology.

Customers are not the only
winners
Leanheat’s benefits for customers
are clear and validated by rapidly increasing demand for the service. By
the end of 2018, Leanheat estimates
it will have installations in 100,000
apartments, compared to 35,000
in the beginning of the year. Given
that Leanheat increased energy efficiency which in turn decreases the
sales of district heat, it makes this
technology disruptive for the district
heating sector. However, this initially
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Figure 1. AI based heating of buildings
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ing on the generation situation. With
combined heat and power the producer can maximize generation of
heat when electricity price is high
on spot markets and vice versa. Few
district heating companies or solution vendors have the capacity to do
so as yet, but the sector is advancing
at a brisk pace – for example, in the
Finnish city of Espoo Leanheat has
connected 5,000 dwellings into a district heating supply network together with the energy company Fortum
and local real estate companies.
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Figure 2. More cost effective heat generation
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Figure 3. Permanent energy efficiency and smart maintenance for buildings
grim outlook for district heating is
outweighed by other benefits.
In many district heating networks,
peak load energy is generated with
more expensive and less environmentally friendly fuels than the base
load. Thus, moving the peak load
generation to base load power plants
is attractive both in economic and
in environmental terms (figure 2). In
addition Leanheat results in 2-4 °C
better cooling of the district heating water, increasing the operational
efficiency of, for example, flue gas
scrubbers. If the district heating network does not have a heat storage,
buildings are an untapped resource
to be used as one, already invested
in and ready to take into use through
Leanheat’s digital control system. In
addition the storage is naturally distributed, providing benefits in balancing the network. According to
Leanheat’s calculations, 1,200 apartments offer a flexibility capacity of
1 MW, the price of which is approxi-
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mately 1/5 of new renewable energy
generation capacity. Compared to
investment needs when decarbonising the district heating system, this
solution thus constitutes a cost-effective alternative even for the district heating company.
Leanheat can also be used for demand response, the mode of heating
control that aims to optimise the entire generation-consumption chain
(figure 2). In demand response control is not implemented from point of
view of a single building but the entire
district heating network. Optimal implementation is different in all networks and production environments,
so implementation requires closer
cooperation with the heat producer.
In practice, demand flexibility can
be implemented, for example, by
using existing hourly price signals
of district heating. In this case, the
energy company provides financial
incentives for the property to reduce
or increase consumption depend-

In addition to generation benefits,
district heating companies get a
new service creation platform built
over Leanheat’s automation. This is
significant in times of tight competition for customers. Traditionally,
district heating companies have
only few points of contact with customers. More data about their living conditions enables more service
opportunities which helps companies to strengthen their customer
relationships. One customer in an
old building is typically double the
worth compared to a new, more energy effective building, so keeping
existing customers has even more
significance for district heating companies than generation benefits.
Proactive energy companies can
as much as double their approachable market with the help of Leanheat’s system. Automatic alerts
created by the software help in proactive maintenance of buildings, not
only in heating rooms but even in
the apartments (figure 3). It becomes
possible for the energy companies
to broaden their product portfolio
from energy sales to maintenance
services. These include, for example,
balancing the heating system and
consulting in energy efficiency related matters. Even if the companies
might not want to produce these services themselves, they are a selling
point towards the customer.

New markets emerge when digital systems meet physical reality
Managing the physical living conditions is a core value that energy
companies can continue to provide
to their existing customers more efficiently and more broadly than be-
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fore with the help of Leanheat’s system. However, the future is already
here, and it builds heavily on cyberphysical systems. The digitalisation
of living creates a whole new market
for energy companies, as they now
can get in personal contact with not
only the chairpersons of housing
companies that are their customers
in centrally heated buildings, but
also each inhabitant in those buildings. Traditional B2B businesses can
develop a brand new B2B2C identity.
Fortum Smart Living is an example
of this kind of a new approach. It is
a user interface that serves both the
boards of housing companies and
their maintenance companies, but
also people directly experiencing the
living conditions the energy company is controlling. Fortum Smart
Living is powered by Leanheat’s digital heating control service, but the
brand and the customer experience
are Fortum’s. Similar solutions can
be built with all partners developing
digital services.

In essence, Leanheat’s modular
system allows the co-creation of
smart home services. Those modules of the software that are expensive to develop and maintain for
each energy company but do not
differentiate them in the market
can be bought as a service from
Leanheat. In the rapidly expanding
smart home market, reliable partnerships with cutting-edge service
providers are a clear competitive
advantage.

Climate change challenges the
real estate and energy sector
In the EU buildings account for 40%
of all energy usage. Making them
more energy-efficient is high on the
agenda of many cities who are setting ambitious goals for being carbon neutral. This puts pressure on
district heating companies to invest
in greener generation and innovate
new ways of improving the energyefficiency of district heating.

Digitalisation is providing a costefficient solution to improve the energy effiency in buildings. District
heating companies are natural partners for building owners to cooperate
with in order to achieve a common
goal. Leanheat provides a business
platform for heating companies to
launch such activities. It is also important to measure the concrete results of various energy efficiency investments at building level – the key
reason why Leanheat was originally
developed.
Peak power demand of buildings
during the coldest days of the year is
one of the key drivers for the usage of
fossil fuels in heat generation. Cutting peaks by 20% has a significant
impact on CO2 emissions. During
2017-2018 heating season Leanheat
was able to save over 30 MW of peak
power with 35,000 apartments. j
info@leanheat.com
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